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Abstract
Information overload in the internet has caused users to rely on Recommender Systems for information
filtering. However the quality of the recommendations has always been a challenge. Many techniques have
been developed for the improvement of quality and performance of recommender systems. Collaborative
Filtering is the most used approach in recommender systems. This paper presents a technique that combines
the idea of collaborative filtering with genetic algorithm. In this approach Genetic Algorithm is used to find
the optimal similarity value between users. Each individual in the population represents the similarity matrix
between the users. Thus, the proposed system does not directly compute any similarity metric but learns
the similarity among users which helps to minimize the effect of sparsity and cold start problems common in
collaborative filtering. A series of experiments have been conducted that demonstrate the effectiveness of the
approach in terms of the quality of recommendations.
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1. Introduction
Information filtering system that involves suggesting
options to users is termed as Recommender System
(RS), for example, offering news to on-line newspaper
readers or offering movies that the viewer might like.
In this recent time RS plays an important role in the
utilization of overloaded information from the
internet. The suggestions provide relevant information
from the collective knowledge of all other users in the
domain. Recommender systems use a number of
different technologies. Broadly we can classify these
systems into three groups.
Content-based system is based on the properties of the
items itself. These systems recommend items similar
to those that a user liked in the past. For example, a
person who watch cowboy movie gets the suggestion
to watch the same genre movies.
Collaborative filtering whereas recommend items
based on the similarity measures between the users or
items. The items which are preferred by similar users
are recommended to the user in the group with similar
tastes. It is further divided into Item-based filtering
and User based filtering. Item-based system usually

recommends for user depending on the relationship
between different items. Content-based system uses
the relationship of different users to find the
suggestion.
Hybrid approaches combine collaborative and contentbased methods which helps to avoid certain limitations
of content-based and collaborative system.
Despite all the achievements, the current generation of
recommendation system still requires further
improvements to make suggestion more effective and
applicable to an even broader range of real-life
applications. Meanwhile, the Recommendation
Systems are having a hard time in generating an
accurate and qualitative suggestions.
In collaborative filtering it is hard to calculate
similarity values among either users or items. The
problem arises during clustering users and items.
Thus Genetic Algorithm can be used as a technique to
calculate the similarity values between the users or
items group so as to improve the recommender
system. As similar users are clusters in a same group
it is much more effective in the suggestion if the
similar objects are grouped together. In this paper, a
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user-user collaborative filtering is considered. The
collaborative based recommender system is based on
the similarity measure. Here, the similarity values are
calculated using Genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm
is used to find the optimal similarity vector in this
problem domain.So the objective of this paper is to
develop an system which learn the similarity values
between users using Genetic Algorithm.

would be generated using Genetic Algorithm.

3. Methodology
3.1 Overview
The utility matrix (user-item rating matrix) is
represented by UI (u, i), where u is the user and i is
the item. The value of UI (u, i) is between 0 and 5,
where 0 means the user u has not rated the item i and
5 means the user u liked the item i to the fullest. The
optimum similarity value between each user pair is
obtained using genetic algorithm, the initial
population being the random similarity values
between all pairs. The active user who is targeted for
the generation of recommendation uses the similarity
value of top k most similar users obtained from
genetic algorithm to calculate the prediction rating
value of the unrated items. Top n high rated items are
shown as recommendations for the active user.

2. Literature Review
In most cases GA is used in recommender system
in order to find optimal similarity matrix, similarity
function or optimal feature weight. Some of the work
done by other researchers are discussed in this section.
Jesus Bobadilla et al. [1] proposed an approach to
calculate similarity between users using genetic
algorithm for improving collaborative filtering
recommender system results and performance. They
formulated a similarity function which is a simple
linear combination of values and weights. Values are
calculated for each pair of users between which the
similarity is obtained, whilst weights are calculated
once, making use of a prior stage in which genetic
algorithm extracts weightings from the recommender
system which depends on the specific nature of data.

Algorithm 1 Procedure of the system
1. Read user-Item rating matrix (utility matrix).
2. Generate the initial population that contains M
individuals.
3. While(Current Generation ¡= Max Generation)

Fong et al. [2] worked on a features based approach
using Genetic Algorithm for hybrid modes of
collaborative filtering in online recommenders and
coded the input variables into genetic algorithm
chromosomes in various modes.

(a) Predict rating value for utility matrix using
each individual.
(b) Calculate MAE for each individual.
(c) Select top x best individual.
(d) Apply Crossover with probability Cp.

Zhang et al. [3] introduced a genetic clustering
algorithm to partition source data using similarity
computation techniques to ameliorate scalability issue
in collaborative filtering.

(e) Apply mutation with probability Mp.
(f) Populate select individuals for new
population.

Xiao et al. [4] proposed an item-based collaborative
filtering system which involved a novel similarity
function using average rating for each user instead of
the overall average rating for all users.

4. Predict rating for each unrated item of active
user using the optimum result from GA
5. Select the top K best items for the active user
for recommendation

LV et al. [5] developed an item-based RS depending
on the features of a recommended item with
corresponding weights. GA was used to find the
feature weight.

3.2 Genetic Representation

The proposed system in this paper helps to reduce the
cold start and sparsity problems along with increasing
the quality of recommendations by considering an
individual chromosome as the entire similarity matrix
among users. The similarity value among users thus

The genetic algorithm starts with an initial set of
(random) solutions called a population.
Each
individual in the population is called a chromosome
which represents a solution to the problem. Each
individual is evaluated by its fitness function. The
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3.4 Population Size

chromosomes evolve through iterations called
generations. Maximum number of iterations can be
predefined or a stopping condition such as finding a
desired fitness function can be assigned. One of the
most important features of GA is representation of the
problem with a string of symbols known as genes.
The representation is usually formed by binary,
real-valued or integer valued arrays. Binary encoding
occurs by 1-0 strings and needs more memory space
while computing. Integer encoding contains real
values that represent the solution [6]. A Matrix
representation is used in this research work. The
common genetic operators (selection, crossover and
mutation) are used in the experiment.

In order to choose the population size, the criterion
of using of individuals in the population which is the
double of the number of gene used to represent each
individual is considered.
3.5 Fitness Function
The fitness of chromosome is determined by iterating
on the rating matrix and prediction matrix and
calculating the deviation of the rating value, which is
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The fitness function
of the genetic algorithm is used to prescribe the
optimal similarity value.
We assume that
(p1 , p2 , .., pn ) is the predicated ratings, obtained by
the calculation of equation 2, for the user and
(q1 , q2 , ..., qm ) is the actual ratings of the user and the
MAE is formulated as equation 1,

3.3 Encoding
Matrix representation has been applied to a single
stage transportation problem by Vignaux and
Michalewicz [7] for the first time. Two-dimensional
structure is a natural representation for the
recommendation problem to represent similarity
between users, as shown in the example Table 1. In
this work, the user-user similarity matrix is considered
as a chromosome.

Fitness = MAE =

∑ni=1 |pi − qi |
M

(1)

Here M = mxn is the product of number of items and
number of users.

Table 1: Users similarity matrix

User
Ram
Shyam
Krishna
Bishnu

Ram
1
0.458
0.364
0.446

Shyam
0.458
1
0.833
0.644

Krishna
0.364
0.833
1
0.515

3.6 Selection

Bishnu
0.364
0.644
0.515
1

Roulette wheel method is used for the selection. The
roulette wheel is a fitness-proportionate selection
method.
3.7 Crossover and Mutation
Crossover is a structured yet randomized information
exchange between bits. The single-point crossover
and single point mutation technique is used. High
crossover probability and low mutation probability is
taken to make the genetic algorithm perform better
[8]. As the representation of the chromosome is in the
matrix form, Matrix Crossover [9] is used for creating
new individual generation wise. The representation of
the chromosome is naturally suitable to two
dimensional representation.
Therefore, a
two-dimensional encoding representation is designed
and the traditional genetic algorithm is modified to fit
the representation [10]. A random position of the
matrix is selected as a crossover point and each gene
above the point from an individual is mixed with the
genes below that point from other individual to form a
new individual. Similarly two individuals are formed
from two parent chromosomes.

The population is encoded in a vector form. The lower
or upper triangular matrix excluding the diagonal value
is sufficient to extract the required information for the
GA. The diagonal values are the self similarity values
which is always 1. So the required values can be
encoded in vector form as in Table 2.
Table 2: Chromosome encoding

SN
1
2
3
4
5
6

User
Shyam − Ram
Krishna − Ram
Krishna − Shyam
Bishnu − Ram
Bishnu − Shyam
Bishnu − Krishna

SimValue
0.458
0.364
0.833
0.446
0.644
0.515
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Table 6: Prediction ratings of M

3.8 Recommendation
Once comparison between the user and the rest of the
community of recommenders is completed, we have a
set of similarity values, and the predicted ratings of
unrated content can be computed. The equation 2
gives the predicted ratings, where multiplier k is a
normalizing factor and is usually selected as
k = ∑c0 ∈C |sim(c, c0 )|. Here rc,s is the rating prediction
for item s by user c. . After the generation of the
predicted ratings for the items, and sorted according
to the predicted value, the top-n items can be
proposed to the end user as recommendations.

rc,s = rc + k

∑ sim(c, c0 )(rc ,s − rc )
0

User
Ram
Shyam
Krishna
Bishnu

User
Ram
Shyam
Krishna
Bishnu

c0 ∈C

Example 1 Suppose that there are 4 users and 4
items. The utility matrix(rating matrix) is shown in
table 3. Table 4 and Table 5 are two individuals of
any generation in genetic algorithm. Using the two
individuals M and N the prediction ratings of the
items in the utility matrix is calculated which is shown
in Table 6 and Table 7.

CabinBoy
3
1
.
.

Picnic
.
2
.
2

KingPin
5
.
4
.

KingPin
4
.
4.54
.

Jack
2.19
1.91
.
2.17

CabinBoy
2.34
3.51
.
.

Picnic
.
2
.
2

KingPin
4
.
4.51
.

Jack
2.33
1.53
.
1.76

similarity matrix M and N respectively. From this
result individual M is considered better than
individual N.

4. Experiment

Table 3: Utility Matrix (User Rating Matrix)

User
Ram
Shyam
Krishna
Bishnu

Picnic
.
2
.
2

Table 7: Prediction ratings of N

(2)

0

CabinBoy
2.5
3.61
.
.

Experiments were performed to compare the proposed
system with other approaches that use GA and
traditional similarity metrics. For comparisons,
Bobadilla et al.’s work was chosen as the baseline
system using GA.

Jack
1
3
.
2

4.1 Experimental Data
Table 4: Individual M

User
Ram
Shyam
Krishna
Bishnu

Ram
1
0.145
0.681
0.359

Shyam
0.145
1
0.362
0.674

Krishna
0.681
0.362
1
0.482

The MovieLens dataset was used for the experiments.
MovieLens is a dataset collected by a research group
from University of Minnesota called GroupLens for
conducting research in the field of recommender
systems [11]. The real rating data provided by
GroupLens was used for experiments. It consists of
1,00,000 ratings with 943 users and 1682 movies. The
data is anonymized to protect user identity. The
possible values for ratings are 1,2,3,4 and 5 with 5
indicating that the user liked the movie the most and 1
that the user liked the movie the least. The dataset
was divided into different set randomly. 20 percentage
of data was used for training set whereas the
remaining data was used for testing purpose. The data
was divided into different chunks for multiple sets of
experiment.

Bishnu
0.359
0.674
0.482
1

Table 5: Individual N

User
Ram
Shyam
Krishna
Bishnu

Ram
1
0.214
0.533
0.244

Shyam
0.214
1
0.606
0.016

Krishna
0.533
0.606
1
0.949

Bishnu
0.244
0.016
0.949
1

From this prediction ratings, the MAE of the two
individuals is calculated to be 0.480 and 0.495 for
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4.2 Experimental Setup
All experiments were conducted in a PC having
i3-7100U, 2.40 GHz of processor, and 8 GB of RAM.
Experiments were carried on the same machine and
same data for both the proposed system and Bobadilla
et al.’s system. The results of the proposed system
were compared with other approaches using
prediction accuracy and Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
as recommendation quality metrics . Both systems
were executed for 5 times each and average of the
results was taken.
Figure 2: Selection of optimum crossover probability

The parameters of the GA for the experiments was set
as:

and mutation probability

• Roulette-wheel selection is used to select
parents.
• Number of individuals in each generation is
same.

5. Results and Analysis

• Beside the elite individual that is carried on to
the next generation, 80% of the next generation
is created by crossover.

Similarity values obtained from the genetic algorithm
is expected to provide better quality and quicker
results than the ones provided by the traditional
metrics. Improvements are expected in the systems
accuracy (MAE), in the coverage and ratings and
prediction ratings as recommendation quality
measures.

• Each gene has a 0.02 probability of being
mutated.
The experiment on different set of initial population is
shown in figure 1. The experiment using the
individuals with ten elements shows that the optimum
number of individuals for the population is 20 which
is also the double of the number of elements.

The experiment is carried out multiple times to see the
deviation of values from average value. The graph in
figure 3 shows the three runs of the proposed system.
The experiment for the Bobadilla’s system is also
carried out for the validation of the proposed system
shown in figure 4.

Figure 1: Variation of Initial population size

The optimum crossover and mutation probability is
obtained from the experiment for numbers of
generations using different values of probability. The
result of the experiment is shown in figure 2.

Figure 3: The MAE measures of Proposed System

for 3 runs.
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results and efficiency. One of the approaches is to
apply the adaptive crossover and mutation probability
in the genetic algorithm. Also using the demographics
data the recommendation quality and relevance can be
further improved. The system can further developed
in future in the below discussed points in future.
• The developed system is based on the single
dataset, Movielens. In future, the system may
be modified to work with other dataset like ecommerce, media etc.
Figure 4: The MAE measures of Bobadilla System

• The rating information is only the information
used for the evaluation of similarity values
between user in the developed system. In future
the user, item information along with
demographics data can be used to improve the
prediction accuracy of the recommender
system.

for 3 runs.
The figure 5 shows the average MAE measure of the
proposed system compared with the average MAE
measure of the Bobadilla’s sytem after running the
experiment for multiple times. The accuracy measure
of the proposed system is better than than Bobadilla’s
system in some extent.

• The system is developed and tested in a normal
machine configuration so small set of data is
used through out the experiment and the
similarity evaluation process is offline. In future
a highly configured machine may be used to
work with the large dataset and the system may
be modify to work on realtime.
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